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Symphony No. 1 (1929) Première Recording (34’18”)
1st movement: Allegro e molto risoluto (10’06”)
2nd movement: Lento e mesto (6’38”)
3rd movement: Scherzo. Allegro molto (4’15”)
4th movement: Larghetto - allegro moderato- larghetto (7’29”)
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Nos. 1-11 in C minor (up to 2’39”) present the theme in the bass and in the
treble (1’23”), but always in its original and recognisable form. No. 11, a canon
between oboe and viola is the first of the devices of inversion and canonic imitation
that characterise Nos. 12-17 (2’39”-3’55”).This group is in F minor, with the brass
given a prominent role.

The theme returns to its original form for Nos. 18-20 (3’55”-4’31”) but now
in D major. It reverts to the home key of C minor and to the bass of the texture for
Nos. 21-23 (4’31”-5’10”).

The Ground is transformed into C major for the grand finale of Nos. 24-26
(5’10”-5’50”), but it is for the final variation that the composer reserves his most
telling ingenuity. No. 27 (5’50”) is in a fast 6/8 and subjects the theme to further
devices of diminution and inversion, though academic analysis can give little idea
of the wit and the wealth of invention that accumulates within the impetus of this
energetic music The final pages (from 6’17”) are a glowing recollection of the
opening bars of the fist movement.

ERIC WETHERELL

ordon Jacob was born on 5 July 1895 into a prosperous civil service family for
whom music, though always a family diversion was not considered a worthy

profession. Dulwich College, however encouraged his latent talent but, on the
outbreak of World War I he enlisted immediately.

A favourite brother, Anstey, was killed on the Somme in 1916 aged 22 and the
future composer was himself taken prisoner in April 1917. During captivity he
worked through a harmony textbook and tried out his compositions on a small
camp band. These experiences left him with both a legacy in the form of a crash
course in composition, and a debt in his obligation to justify his survival.

He became a pupil of Vaughan Williams and of Stanford at the Royal College
of Music which he attended from 1920 to 1924, and was then taken on to its
teaching staff, resigning only in 1966.

In the year of the Festival of Britain (1951) he had three London premiers
but, beginning with the promotion of the avant garde by the BBC in 1959, the
music of his generation began to fall into disrepute and is only now being re-
discovered. His output of some four hundred works comprises instrumental, vocal,
choral and chamber music for every conceivable combination of instruments and
voices.

The prejudice against German music during WWI continued into the
twenties, and the consequent emphasis on the latest French and Russian music
moulded the language of Jacob’s generation. These influences can be heard in
Jacob’s symphonies, from the regular melodic patterns of Poulenc to the rhythmic
eccentricities of early Stravinsky, together with the sonorous tuttis of Elgar, still in
Jacob’s youth the star in the English firmament.

These two works were written fifteen years apart, and in the Second
Symphony these influences were completely assimilated into a personal language
that was unique to Jacob.
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A passage of consistently full scoring ushers in the development (4’14”),
beginning with the flute playing the original trumpet theme. Textures are more
spare as the material already heard is expertly worked over until the recapitulation
is finally reached (6’15”), though here the original trumpet theme is played piano
by the oboe.

The second theme is referred to only briefly (7’22”), and the coda ends on
a repeated, emphatic unison C.

2nd movement: Adagio molto. Urgent strings and sombre brass chords
(1’17”) pave the way for a melancholy oboe theme (1’45”) which begins with a
rising fifth (an inversion of the descending fourth of the previous movement?).The
string and oboe themes are skilfully interwoven (2’13”) in a long crescendo of quite
Elgarian splendour that gives way to a middle section (4’35”) where new material
is briefly explored.

Lonely horn and trumpet phrases (5’53”), lead ultimately to a subdued echo
of the string introduction (6’29”), but now piano and an octave lower. A reference
to the sombre brass chords closes the movement.

3rd movement: Scherzo: Molto allegro, quasi presto. Strings and woodwind
indulge in gentle running thirds, but these and some assertive downward leaps in
the strings (0’39”) are merely preparations for a strong woodwind theme (0’51”).
The opening material is restated (1’38”), and the following Trio section (2’00”) is a
broad sustained string melody, developed at length. The opening theme gradually
reasserts itself (3’18”) in a free recapitulation, and the running thirds (4’40”) are
used as coda.

4th movement: Ground: Andante can moto. The composer has planned the
balance of tonality between movements with care.The first is in an unmistakeable
C major, the second in an ambiguous D minor/A major, and the third in F major.
The finale begins, unusually, in the tonic minor, the Ground being a six-bar theme
(compare with the main six-bar theme of the opening movement), subjected to a
total of 27 variations.

SSyymmpphhoonnyy  NNoo..  11 was dedicated to the memory of his brother Anstey, and has
had a curiously chequered history. Before the BBC took over management of the
Proms Sir Henry Wood was obliged to reject it, ‘being overruled by my Directors’.
A studio play-through in March 1932 did not lead to a performance though Wood
wrote the composer an encouraging letter.

The slow movement was included in a Three Choirs concert in Gloucester on
6 September, 1934 with the LSO conducted by the composer, and his programme
note indicated that the symphony had still not been publicly performed. It is scored
for a large orchestra with triple wind and two harps. Unusually it consists of five
movements, but Jacob left no clue as to his reasoning. He may have felt that in a
work otherwise so extrovert, an extra, more benign slow movement was required
as a counterbalance to the bleak and funereal second movement.

1st movement: Allegro e molto risoluto. A sturdy figure in fourths serves as
the briefest of introductions to the principal trumpet theme (0’11”). These two
figures alternate in vigorous tutti scoring until the bridge passage (1’33”) though
the fourths will take on much more significance later. The tranquil second theme
is heard in the violas (1’42”), with cor anglais and flute adding further material
(2’03”) for later use.

The development (2’59”) contains some ingenious diminution of these
themes, though he delays use of the motif in fourths until 3’43”. Against
impressively sustained string chords, trumpets and trombones play the gentle
second theme in canon but now ff (4’51”), while a quiet string interlude of fresh
material (5’21”) provides contrast.

The fourths of the opening (6’52”) lead to the recapitulation (7’00”) in which
the calm second theme (7’55”) is now in the woodwind. This is extended until the
coda (9’01”) which is built on the trumpet theme and the fourths that began the
movement.

2nd movement: Lento e mesto. In the programme note for the Gloucester
performance Jacob wrote:
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‘The movement … is elegiac in character and is somewhat in the style of a
funeral march. It is based … on an ostinato figure announced at the beginning by
pizzicati lower strings, timpani and harp. Above this the main theme is given out
softly by the trombones. A middle section follows [1’50”], still in the same mood,
after which the main theme returns [4’10”] and is worked up to a climax which
quickly subsides.The movement ends [coda 5’40”] quietly.’

The Times wrote of this performance that ‘it whets the appetite for a hearing
of the whole symphony’. A gong stroke (3’40”) just before the return of the main
theme drew this comment from the Glasgow Herald: ‘though an unexpected and
prominent entry on the gong seemed needlessly disturbing’.

It is curious that none of these critics drew attention to the similarity of the
opening to the middle section of Holst’s ‘Saturn’ from The Planets first heard only
ten years earlier.

3rd movement: Scherzo: Allegro molto. A breezy woodwind theme becomes
a more flowing melody (0’44”), later set off by a more relaxed string passage
(1’00”). After a brief interlude of independent material (1’50”) based on a
contrasting, angular theme, the recapitulation starts at 2’28”.The repetition of the
gentle string passage (3’09”) leads to a coda (3’30”) based on the foregoing
material and the movement ends in a flurry of woodwind semiquavers

4th movement: Larghetto - allegro moderato- larghetto. This second slow
movement is in the mixolydian mode, being in E major with an ever-present D
natural. The music thus takes on a wistful character through a modal device rare
in Jacob’s music. The complex but by no means complicated string writing of the
opening (all parts divisi) recalls Elgar, as does the broad sweep of the theme itself.

The overall structure ABA could not be simpler. The opening A section is
itself tripartite a, b (1’00”), a (2’26”), while the B section (allegro moderato 3’11”)
is lighter in character and instrumentation. The curtailed reprise of A (5’26”)
brings this impressive and thoughtful movement to a close

5th movement: Allegro con fuoco. Cast in the form of a rondo (ABACA) the
four downward leaps of a fifth (corresponding to violin tuning) arrest the attention
immediately. This theme (A) and its continuation, a restless rising figure, are
subjected to immediate canonic imitation.

After an unexpected pause, the bridge passage (1’08”) explores the opening
figure in augmentation in woodwind and strings (1’20”) and brass (1’29”). The B
section consists of a martial brass fanfare (1’40”) and more restful woodwind trills
(1’58”).

The second appearance of A (2’43”) introduces canonic imitation even closer
than at the outset, and the bridge (3’11”) provides glimpses of both A and B.

Theme C, a woodwind passage over a string pedal (3’45”) is reminiscent of
the Blackamoor’s theme in Petrushka, while its changing keys betray the
unconscious influence of Vaughan Williams. A shortened version of A (4’57”)
completes the traditional rondo scheme and, together with the recall of other now
familial material, serves as the triumphant coda.

SSyymmpphhoonnyy  NNoo..  22 was first performed on 1 May 1946 in a BBC studio
broadcast conducted by Sir Adrian Boult.The Second Symphony was dedicated to
the Worshipful Company of Musicians in gratitude for a John Collard Fellowship
awarded to the composer in 1943. Rudolph Schwarz with the Bournemouth
Municipal Orchestra gave its first public performance on 30 June 1948.

Jacob’s description of it as a ‘meditation on war suffering and victory’ attests
faithfully to its years of gestation from 1944 to 1945.

1st movement: Adagio - Allegro molto. The adagio introduction consists of
descending fourths that will continue to dominate this movement, though the first
theme proper is a six-bar phrase announced by the trumpet at the allegro molto
(1’46”). Rhythmic brass phrases constitute the bridge to the mellow second theme
(2’45”) in the strings, which is given extensive contrapuntal and imitative
treatment.
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